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All members are invited to submit contributions including
book reviews for the next Bulletin - copy to the Editor by
the end of June 1987, please.
i

PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR 1985-86

Despite the adverse weather last year, SOAG has survived, booted and woolly-clad, with 28 new members and
seven more joining in the new year, so that our total membership is now up to 149. It is a healthy sign to have such a
steady input of new people: we welcome them all into SOAG.
I would also like to mention that we now have three overseas
members, namely the Hill family from Australia; they have
already put in a lot of work pot-processing on Tuesdays.
Fi 1dwnvk

Lines spotted as white streaks in a freshly-ploughed
field near Woodcote on 4 April 1985 were walked and paced,
and the results compared with a map published in the 1800s.
They exactly fitted the ridge and furrow thereon but are now
totally ploughed out - quick observation and reaction
recorded them just in time.
A rough survey was made in June 1985 of a curious dip
on Highmoor Golf Course (not a bunker!) and we also
looked at the old windmill site there.
A survey of Exlade Street was held up by the weather;
an interim report is given elsewhere in this Bulletin.
Three of our visits to Newington were spent fieldwalking
another 67 10m squares in Great Bowling Field; Medieval
pottery continued along this stretch and is now being processed (see interim report elsewhere in this Bulletin).
Tuesday is our usual fieldwork day, but if people want
to visit Newington, Exlade Street or anywhere else at the
weekend, don't forget I can usually manage to arrange
something - do piease ring me and ask.
Meetings
On 24 April 1985 we enjoyed a talk by Dr Derek Roe,
who showed us an excellent film on flint knapping and also

brought a selection of flint implements which he let us
handle. The next meeting on 22 May was totally different,
when SOAG member John Westwood talked about lettering
and how to date it.
The autumn session began with Dr Mark Robinson's
fascinating lecture on environmental archaeology, showing
what pollen and insect remains can tell us about the past.
A full house on 23 October heard Dr Malcolm Airs explaining
how to date vernacular buildings, and the heraldry specialist
Peter Summers - another talented SOAG member - delved
into hatchments on 13 November. A Christmassy touch was
provided by the Revd Richard Hughes with a journey through
Israel, with its very different archaeology, on 11 December.
This year we had members' slides for our Members'
Evening on 12 February, which provided an interesting
variety of archaeology at home and abroad.

Visits
Many of us had not visited Buts er Ancient Farm, so a
group went on 15 June. Dr Peter Reynolds met us and gave
us a private tour, explaining'the many facets of Buts er.
The July outing to Danebury was hastily moved to 10 August
so that David Allen from Andover Museum could give us a
talk and show us round the Iron Age hillfort. Here we had
true SOAG weather - pouring rain early on but a wonderful
sunny day by the time we arrived. (See SOAG Bulletin
no. 41 (1985), pp. 5-6 for reports of these visits.)

The Party
Despite a last-minute date change to 7 January - the
one snowy day at that time! - 44 SOAGs and friends spent
a very pleasant evening in the Black and Gold Room at the
Oratory School. As usual members rallied round with
raffle prizes and excellent fare, and the competition,
arranged by David and Christine Speight, was won by Ann
Hitchman. We would specially like to thank John Percival
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who again managed the bar, and also those who so willingly
helped set the tables and clear up afterwards. A book token
was sent to the school in appreciation and we have had a
letter of thanks from the Headmaster.

Courses and Conferences
Four members attended a course on Domesday Book and
Norman Berkshire at Bulmershe College last November,
and two went to Rewley House, Oxford on 7 December to
hear about Normandy in the 11th century. Three attended a
weekend Certificate course on 15-16 March at Ilbury, Oxon
on field survey. (I would be grateful if members would tell
me of any courses they attend, for the record, giving me
their name and the title, date and venue of the course.)
The annual CBA9 Conference was held at Rewley House,
Oxford on 8 March 1986. (This was a Council for British
Archaeology conference, Group 9 comprising the counties of
Oxfordshir e, Buckinghamshir e, Bedfordshir e and Northamptonshire.) We more than doubled our usual attendance, with
a record number of 18 members attending (see Conference
report elsewhere in this Bulletin).
Publications
The SOAG Bulletin in 1985 was twice its previous size
but this was not, alas, due to increased contributions from
members. The situation in 1986 is much improved. Will
members please have a go at writing an article for next
year's issue, on anything remotely archaeological - often
a holiday visit can provide excellent material. Most of the
work was done by our overworked Editor, Janet Sharpe, to
whom we all owe our grateful thanks: she not only wrote and
rewrote a great deal, but also typed the whole thing out.
Don't forget we are always interested in offers to help print
it - this is one of the major problems of the SOAG year
The Mess eng: please note the next meeting date in
your diary as soon as you receive it and before it gets lost.
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Members are invited to air views and broadcast any items
they like in our monthly newsheet. Our continued thanks go
to the Booths for typing and printing it.
Lloyds Bank Award
Lloyds Bank have a Fund for Independent Archaeologists
and each year awards are made to private groups and
societies. In 1986 SOAG was granted an award of £75 for
equipment, etc. and on 19 March Cyn, Janet and Adam
attended at the Society of Antiquaries in London to receive
the cheque. We were one of 16 groups represented this
year. Everyone had prepared a display of their work (ours
centred on Newington) which was briefly described by
Andrew Selkirk (of Current Archaeolqgy) at the presentation
ceremony. The President of the Society, F. H. Thompson,
took the Chair and Mr Davis of Lloyds Bank presented the
cheques. Afterwards we were all treated to a splendid
buffet - it was a most enjoyable occasion.

The Committee
This year we need a new Secretary as, keen and enthusiastic though she is, Montyfinds it physically impossible
to be with us at Committee Meetings owing to the distance
she has to travel. So, very reluctantly, she has resigned
in the hopes that someone living nearer me can take over.
She will continue to be with us as often as possible, and is
busy on a project on cuckoo-pens in her area. We would
like to thank her for what she has done: it was always very
efficient and we are very sorry to lose her.
J would also like to thank the others on the Committee,
who work long and hard to keep us all happy, and the
members, both for their individual efforts and for their
support by coming to meetings. Please come forward at
any time with ideas or constructive criticism: the Group is
for the enjoyment of all, and all are welcome to have a say
in its running.
Cynthia Graham Kerr

SUMMER EXCURSIONS 1986

Burford
Fifteen of us gathered in the carpark at Burford at 11.00
am on 21 June and went straight to the church, where we
were met by Capt. Swann who gave us a guided tour. The
church has a long and chequered history dating from the 11th
century, and the various additions and alterations through
time give it a rather patchwork appearance from the outside.
Inside its size becomes impressive: it is the second largest
parish church in Oxfordshire. The nave is 170 feet long,
and the marks of former roof lines can be seen at the base
of the tower. Outstanding features include a pre-Christian
Celtic relief carving on the south wall of the tower, probably
showing the goddess Epona on horseback with two very male
attendants: it appears that the original builders were
'playing safe' by giving refuge to this relict of an older
belief on what was originally an outside wall. This relief
appears to have been something of an embarassment in the
past, as it is not recorded in earlier guidebooks! A series
of wonderful character heads forming corbels in the nave
are thought to represent local beneficiaries of the 14th
century. The church was used to imprison a group of
Roundhead mutineers during the Civil War: one has scratched
his name on the 14th century lead font for posterity 'Anthony Sedley, 1649 Prisner'. There are some interesting
monuments, including the enormous Tudor canopy tomb of
Sir Lawrence Tanfield, and the 16th century Harman monument on the north wall of the nave. This carries the earliest
known representation of American Indians (possibly
Tupinambas from the Amazon) in Britain and may commemorate a successful voyage by the Merchant Venturers.
After lunch by the River Windrush we were met by Mr
Ayerst, a town guide, who showed us many things of
interest. Burford has the layout of a typical Medieval town,
with a long main street widened along part of its length to
accommodate a market and narrow burgage plots laid out at

right angles to this so as many properties as possible faced
onto the street. We visited the Tolsey Museum, housed in
the 16th century 'tolsey' or toll house, walked up Sheep
Street past the premises of the Countyaan magazine, and
saw the Priory, rebuilt in 1808 but preserving many early
features. After our tour we dispersed (most of us to bookshops!) and had a final look round before heading for home.
Janet Sharpe
North Leigh
Nearly 30 of us assembled at the Post Office at North
Leigh on Sunday 20 July and went to look at the windmill.
Unfortunately in ruins, this is a typical Oxford tower mill
with revolving cap, probably built around 1780. We then
went back to the cars and on to North Leigh church. John
Westwood read us titbits from Pevsner about the church
before we walked round the outside and then explored the
interior, with its splendid wall painting and lovely fanvaulted chapel.
Back to the cars again and another drive to East End,
to see North Leigh Roman villa. This is approached down
about half a mile of very rough track, and we had a picnic
lunch in a field overlooking the villa (suffering the attentions
of an over-friendly grey horse) while waiting for the
custodian to arrive and open up. North Leigh was a large
courtyard villa with over 60 rooms leading off a corridor on
three sides of a rectangular courtyard. Little of this is
visible today, but the remains of a fine 4th century dining
room are now protected by a building and show a lovely
geometrical mosaic floor, underfloor and wall heating
systems and traces of vaulting and painted wall plaster.
The northwest range is the best preserved with the rooms
defined by wall foundations, including the remains of a bath
suite at the north end.
Not content with this, Cyn's party (including our two
elderly members from London) then went visiting in Witney
7

and stopped off at Cogges Farm Museum for tea and to buy
goats' milk cheese before heading for home.

Cynthia Graham Kerr

&

Janet Sharpe

Blue Coat School, Sonning

Twenty-two members and two visitors visited the Blue
Coat School at Sonning on the evening of 20 August. We met
in the carpark at 8. 00 pm, where Andrew Knee-Robinson
(an Old Boy) took charge and took us round by the walled
garden and on to the Monk's Walk. Then we crossed the
lawns and met Peter Van Went, the history master, together
with Roger Johnson, the music master (who lives in), and
they continued the tour. We went round the conservatory to
the front of the house, where there are two statuettes of
Blue Coat pupils. The hail has a magnificent if Victorian
overmantle with the coats of arms of the Golding-Palmer
family, the original owners of the house in the last century.
Peter pointed out many things' as we went into the old
buttery (now a games room) and what was a chapel and is
now the Master's room, and the present buttery (which was
the conservatory and a library), and so back to the cars.
Ann and Keith Knee-Robinson, together with Andrew,
then kindly invited us all back to their house for coffee.
Peter produced some 'brochures' about the school and one
has been deposited in the SOAG library. We thanked Peter
and Roger for giving us their time, and the Knee-Robinsons
for entertaining us to coffee.
Cynthia Graham Kerr

CONFERENCES

The Late Roman Town: Oxford Extramural Department
Symposium, 17-19 January 1986.
Any discussion on the latter days of Roman Britain will
attract a lively audience and it was so with this symposium
at Rewley House. The subject is, of course, most controversial and has been for decades. Since the conference on
the 'End of Roman Britain' in the 1950s more evidence has
accumulated and new theories developed, but the problems
and queries remain.
Richard Rees is better known as a numismatist than as
a proponent of the 'death of towns' school of thought.
Unfortunately his talk on Friday night was a disappointment a restatement of his views first expressed years ago.
Saturday was largely devoted to case studies by excavators
discussing their recent work with, in general, an emphasis
on continuity of life in the town in the late 4th and early 5th
centuries. Mick Jones and John Schofield covered their
recent work in Lincoln and London; Tim Tatton- Brown gave
a review of Canterbury; and Mike Fulford and Phil Barker
presented two fascinating st,udies of the evidence from towns
(Silchester and Wroxeter,) which failed completely at some
time after Roman administration ceased and which have
never been overlain by later settlements. Among these case
studies was a paper by Reading's. Doddie Brooks, who
suggested that in all the towns she covered there was a
definite gap, of 50 to 200 years, between the last definite
evidence for Roman occupation and the first signs of Saxon
settlement.
No conference on late Roman towns could escape the
inevitable 'black earth' problem, which duly appeared in
nearly all the case studies. The physical difficulties of
actually importing this as agricultural soil within the protection of the town walls seemed to dismiss this theory,
until Phil Barker provided evidence from 5th century

Wroxeter showing that vast quantities of clean sand and
gravel had been transported here from a considerable
distance - apparently to tidy up a new residential development on the site of the now derelict basilica.
The 'key' lecture on Saturday w.as Barry Cunliffe on
Bath - little new evidence but a clear and, as usual,
masterful restatement building up to the final period, rebuilding and possible decay, of the bath and temple complex
in this strange city.
On the final day, two lectures dealt solely with interpretation: Steve Roskams from York offered a highly
theoretical and rather incomprehensible study of change in
economy in late towns. Nevertheless, this formed the basis
of one of the liveliest debates of the conference, but which
was abruptly terminated by the chairman's need for his midmorning cup of coffee. After the break Wendy Bates from
Reading gave another very good paper reviewing all the
written sources back into the 19th century, and developing
from this her own story of the 4th and 5th centuries.
In general this was a useful conference with some new
evidence, although little that was really conclusive, and
some useful restatement. The fact that so many of our
present-day towns have Roman predecessors appears to
support the case for some form of continuity - life in towns
if not town life.

David Richards

(Previously published in Berkshire Field Research Grou
Newsletter 4 (3), February 1986.)
The Development of Settlement in the South Midlands: CBA9
Annual Conference, 8 March 1986.

This year's CBA9 Conference at Rewley House, Oxford
had several papers concerned with Medieval settlement, and
James Bond began the proceedings with a fairly lengthy
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introduction to the study of deserted villages in Oxfordshire,
tracing the history of past research, reasons for village
decline and the appearance of these sites in the field today.
In contrast, Tim Allen of the OAU presented a paper on
the prehistoric settlements at Gravelly Guy, Stanton
Harcourt. Outstanding early features on this gravel terrace
are the Devil's Quoit (a late Neolithic henge) and lesser
henge monuments, and a series of ring ditches and barrow
cemeteries of the Bronze Age overlain in the late Bronze Age
by settlements marked by boundaries and pit clusters.
Circular enclosures and linear clusters of Iron Age pits
occur in the southern part and do not overlap with RomanoBritish enclosures to the north. However, it is thought the
latter may have followed the lines of Iron Age hedges dividing
blocks of pits to the south.
Next came a fascinating report by Les Matthews of the
Manshead Archaeological Society, describing a possible late
Roman temple built in a former fen. The site was discovered
by fieldwalking (SOAGs take heart) along a spring-line near
the head of the Vale of Aylesbury. Excavation revealed the
remains of a small stone buil4ing supported on surviving oak
piles, beside a wicker-lined well. The building seems to
have been constructed from material robbed from an unknown
wealthy villa, including some complete tegulae marked with
a possible chi-rho symbol. It may have been a temple to a
water nymph, and was destroyed by fire in the late 4th
century. The Roman connection was followed by Stephen
Coleman (Beds County Council) who traced the post-Roman
survival and use of Watling Street.
After lunch there were two papers from members of the
Milton Keynes Archaeology Unit: Bob Croft gave an amusing
talk on the post-Roman landscape, and Paul Sewter described
excavations at the Westbury DMV at Shenley Brook End.
This was particularly interesting as some-of his slides
looked very like the SOAG dig at Newington, with cobbles
and bits of limestone, and poorly-defined walls. John Blair
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(Queen's College, Oxford) outlined the history of an Oxfordshire minster church at Bampton, and after tea David Baker
(Beds County Council) summarised the results of recent
fieldwork on Medieval settlements in Bedfordshire.
The final paper was an account of the ambitious Raunds
Project in Northamptonshire by Alan Hannan of the Northants
County Council. The project began with a small amateur
excavation in 1975 which unexpectedly discovered a Saxon
cemetery and church and an overlying Medieval manor. A
major excavation followed and a survey of the whole area is
planned. Traces of Iron Age and Romano-British occupation
have been found, including a villa at Stanwick, and there
appears to be continuity between this and the Saxon occupation. The project is now a joint ventüre between the County
Council and English Heritage.
The conference was interesting both from the variety of
sites described and also from the inherent suggestion that
what we had heard was merely the tip of the iceberg - much
more remains to be discovered, and every new discovery
is filling a gap in our knowledge of ancient settlement
patterns in the CBA9 area.
Janet Sharpe
NEWINGTON - INTERIM REPORT 1985-86

This has been a difficult year for the dig at Newington:
once again it was flooded for many months. We did, however,
make 33 visits to Newington where we worked largely in the
Pot Room, occasionally doing fieldwork such as fieldwalking
67 more 10m squares in Great Bowling Field, surveying,
hedge dating, pot processing outside and, if we were lucky,
some digging. One day was spent preparing our display for
the Lloyds Bank Award presentation on 19 March (see p. 5).
We also walked round the Little Holcombe Farm area
(now a covert) and paid a 'rescue' visit to a building site in
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Great Holcombe, which produced mostly l8th-l9th century
finds including two clay pipe bowls. We also noted the
'humps and bumps' of the DMV at the other end of Great
Holcombe: a visit to the sites and monuments record at
Woodstock confirmed this had not been listed.
At the end of March we removed the turf from another
four square metres at the south end of the trench in Park
Field, but the rest was still very wet and after a hopeful
spring-clean in May (for Newington's Open Day) we had to
wait until late June before we could dig. Following advice
from the Oxford Archaeological Unit, we have taken most
of a metre-wide strip in the middle of the trench down to
'natural': little of interest was found and once the section
has been drawn and more photographs taken the trnch will
be backfilled. We have started to dig some 0. 5 m trial
holes at 20 m intervals on a grid system to investigate the
extent of the occupation area in Park Field: these have
produced varying quantities of potsherds (about 40 in one
small hole!), bone and slag, and a possible posthole was
found in one.

Cynthia Graham Kerr
EXLADE STREET: SURVEY OF A SMALL HAMLET

INTERIM REPORT

Following the discovery of a Charles Ilcoin at Exlade
Street by Paul Brewer, permission was sought from the
farmer to fieldwalk the West Field where it was found.
This has now developed into a full-scale survey of the area
as the field produced not only post-Medieval sherds and
signs of occupation, but Medieval pottery and some prehistoric flints as well.

Documentary evidence
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Mrs P. Lauder, who lives at Exiade Street, lent us an
original document describing the local history, and an OS
map of 1897. Further references were found at the
Bodleian Library and County Records Office and eight maps
dating back to the 1700s have been traced. Mrs Johns has
lent an old (c. 1900) photograph for us to copy, showing
buildings that no longer exist.
Wi 1dwnvk

Richard Davies at the Highwayman public house has been
most kind, allowing us to park and showing us items of
interest at the back of the pub (1625), including the site of
the well and an old stump which is a 'marker' tree. Other
residents have also been very helpful: Mr and Mrs Blandy
allowed us to record their 18th century barn, and Mrs
Eileen Slack showed us her ovens.
Over 40 lengths of hedgerow have been hedge-dated with
interesting results: some appear to be 800 or 900 years old
and there has been much coppicing and other management.
An aerial photograph showed ridge and furrow and we
have also seen lynchets in the fields east of the road. The
soil consists of boulder clay over chalk and there is a good
deal of flint. There are two large chalk pits in the area. A
series of small pits was discovered down the southeast side
of the ridge and furrow field, and two more have been found
on the northern edge of the next field. These have been
surveyed and there has been much speculation as to their
ideas welcome!
The West Field was intensively fieldwalked in lOm
squares and produced large numbers of finds which have
been processed and recorded. A distribution chart has been
prepared and also maps of the area showing relief, field
names and past and present land use.
All the houses will be examined; Mrs J. Stevenson has
already shown us the inside of 'White Shutters' which consists
function

-
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century cottages (and a 20th century extension). The building materials and unusual features have
been recorded. Cyn is now working on the report of the
of 15th and 17th

survey.

Cynthia Graham Kerr

A

DELIGHTFUL WEEKEND

Two elderly SOAGs set out from London early on a
Saturday morning and were met by our indomitable Cyn
shortly after ten o'clock in Reading, to be driven to their
weekend guesthouse in Pangbourne and the start of their
adventures.
After exploring the village they lunched by the Pang at
the Cross Keys, and then proceeded in 'Inky' (that little
blue car which is really a SOAG in its own right) towards
Newington. En route the party was halted in its tracks at
Warborough by an entrancing display of children dancing
round the maypole. The calendar may have said July, but
it was May Day in the grounds of St Laurence's Church.
The beflowered and top-hatted Morris dancers carried their
decorated bull's head proudly and their bells rang out
merrily as Inky went on to Newington to be met by a party
of interested visitors and a goodly display of plants for sale.
Tea and home-made cakes on the lawn gave a 'vicarage'
air as we went to see the dig and think of the work involved
in that patch, and what effort would be needed to reveal
15

what lies beyond and below.
The warmth of the day invited a gentle stroll down to the
river where the feeling of being in another world was
enhanced by the silence and the dignified procession of the
family of swans, papa swan leading and making sure all was
safe for his mate and their six cygnets to follow. He gave
a warning hiss with a menacing lowered head to the impertinent elderly SOAG who tried to get a snap of the entire
family, without falling into the river and joining them.
Success with the tiny camera remains to be seen but the
memory remains to treasure. Tea and cakes restored the
status quo, and was followed by a visit to some lovely serene

gardens nearby.
Later two tired but very contented old ladies - sorry,
senior citizens - were deposited in Pangbourne to get ready
for another early start on Sunday to North Leigh - but that's
another story.
Eve Lynne
THREE LAND BOARD WOOD

It is amazing what you can learn about an area from a
few documents, OS maps and your own eyes. In the search
for information about woods in the Oxfordshire Chilterns, a
collection of deeds was examined and from them it was
ascertained that there had been some assarting in the Stoke
Row district.
A wood on the edge of Stoke Row is called Three Land
Board on the modern map; next to it on the west side is an
area of pasture and on the south a smaller rectangular
piece of grassland which is cut off by the scrappy remains of

The wood is called Three Land Board because
it literally borders on three parishes: Ipsden (Stoke Row
was in the old parish of Ipsden), Rotherfield Peppard and
a hedge bank.
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Rotherfield Greys. The w ood must have taken in a larger
area than is marked on the present map, and this is clear
from older maps.
A series of leases gives us a partial history of this
piece of land. In 1697 Richard Blackall sold 14 acres of
woodground ìn the Great Coppice at Stoke Row, calledThree
Lotten Bord coppice, to Edward Ward. In the same year
Richard Blackall sold to John Lavall, a wheelwright in Stoke
Row, four acres which were also part of the Great Coppice,
and Robert Ward sold Richard Blackall six acres. Although
17

the wording of the deeds is not clear, there is no doubt these
three areas were next to one another. In 1700 the six acres
were referred to as arable land 'adjoining the coppice to the
north', so that had been cleared within three years of its
first mention. In 1718 the four acres were 'arable formerly
woodland' and in 1726 this area was referred to as adjoining
Three Lotten Bord. The 14 acres seem to have been the
last to have been cleared, as in 1728 a deed states '14 acres
of woodland formerly wood lately grubbed upon which a
messuage or tenement is built in tenure of John Evins
husbandman'. It is possible from this that John Evins was
tilling this piece of land. There is an area at the edge of
this supposed 14 acres which shows signs of habitation
(nettles and hedge banks) although there are only a few
wooden sheds on the site now. The eastern end of the
pasture was probably assarted later. My view is that the
six acres, which were probably cleared first, were serviced
by a now vanished track, the beginning of which can be seen:
this track was marked on the 1898 OS map. The four and
14 acre plots have now been joined into one field that is now
grassland. Nowadays this is partly used by deer for
grazing as we saw a herd of fallow deer there.
In 1708 the 14 acres of woodland were sold to William
Butler, bricklayer of Nettlebed, so the coppice, as it was
then, may have supplied the kiins of Nettlebed. The present
wood is a pure beech wood but it is probable that it was a
beech coppice before, as were many of the local woods. The
beech coppices until the advent of coal supplied a s elfregenerating source of fuel. There were brick kiins in
Stoke Row which probably used the fìrewood from these
coppic es.
What other information about the woodland can we gain?
On the 1898 map there are crossing tracks marked in the
present wood; these are quite typical of coppices and formed
a route for the horse-drawn wood carts when the coppices
were 'drawn' or cut. In a part of the wood to the east,
which is now nameless but was probably part of Three Land

Board Wood, there are various clay pits which supplied the
kiins in Stoke Row. In the wood there are several saw pits
which are survivals from the days of bodgers and tent peg
men who plied their trade in the woods. The trees were
felled and sawn up on those saw pits, so the wood could be
used 'green'. What else? - the parish boundaries are
marked on the old map as having posts; these have disappeared but there is still an appreciable bank along the
boundary of Ipsden and Rotherfield Greys.
All this may be making bricks without straw (Stoke
Row?), but nevertheless is like a detective story and rather
fun - besides, it's lovely to walk through our beech woods!
Pat Preece
BARNS IN THREE OXFORDSHIRE PARISHES

The barns mentioned in this article are all in private
hands, and some of the owners had to be coaxed into allowing
visitors to view them. SOAG members interested in viewing
should first seek guidance from the authors of this article.
One barn in an adjacent parish is known to be under threat
of demolition.
The Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings
(SPAB) was founded by William Morris, when he observed
the over-drastic 'restoration' of village churches by
Victorian architects. SPAB still flourishes and welcomes
new members. Among many other activities, it is currently
making a nation-wide survey of barns of historical interest,
and as part of this we were asked to list the barns in the
parishes of Goring, Goring Heath and Whitchurch. We
found 17 in all - one barn is perhaps post-1900, but all the
others are much older.
Dating them is difficult; many have been repaired from
time to time, using recut older timbers from the same
building or from elsewhere. A few look sadly neglected.
19

Even this may have minor historical significance: the
present-day state of one barn was explained by the widow of
a farmer, now living elsewhere, who told us that times were
so hard in the 1930s that her husband sold the tiles and
re-roofed with corrugated iron (still in position), thereby
making a fair sum of much-needed cash.
Many of the barns we saw have fine tiled or thatched
roofs and are cared for with pride by their owners. The
cost of upkeep and repair is a burden, as there is no VAT
exemption, although most of them are DoE listed buildings.
To our surprise, not one has been converted into a
residence. Some are now little used; a few are still doing
duty as storage for farm crops.
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Timber-framed. barns in the parishes of
Coring, G.oring Heath, and Whitchurch, 1986
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All the barns have massive timber framing (queen
posts struts) in their roof structures, resting on low walls
of brick and flint. Some roofs are haif-hipped. Large
doors on one side, with an opening about 12 feet wide, allow
a wagon to enter and wait inside to load or unload before
moving out of similar doors on the other side. The adjoining
storage bays are also about 12 feet wide. The barns we saw
have three, four or five such bays in all. Some also have
f

aisles.

The finest is the barn at Hardwick Stud Farm, which
(with an extension at one end) is over 70 feet long and 38
feet wide. The vast roof is held up by very fine roof
timbers inside.
One of the oldest is at Querns, Goring Heath - this fine
barn is thatched, and has an unusual L-shaped plan.
It is hoped that the SPAB survey will help to bring
about a new awareness of this part of our architectural

heritage.

Margaret

&

John Westwood

THE HOBY KNIGHTS AND LADIES

Bisham Church, in its idyllic riverside setting on the
of the Thames opposite Marlow, and neighbouring Bisham Abbey were the venue of a SOAG outing
four summers ago. Bisham Abbey, now owned by the
Central Council for Physical Recreation, became the home
of the Hoby family after the Reformation and most of us
were hoping that the ghost of Lady Elizabeth Hoby, who, we
were assured, had been seen only recently, would appear
that afternoon. She did not, however, manifest herself on
that occasion, but we could see what she looked like when
we visited the church for there is a splendid figure of her
in the Hoby chapel there. She kneels under a canopy in her
beautifully detailed Elizabethan widows weeds, with her

Berkshire bank
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family about her, and next to tw-o alabaster effigies of her
first husband and his half-brother. Her three daughters,
who pre-deceased her, kneel under the canopy while at her
knees lies her baby son who died in infancy, too young to
kneel. Outside the canopy kneel her two sons, who survived
her, and her daughter of her second marriage.
Tudor England produced some scholarly and independently minded women and Lady Hoby was one of these. Sir
Thomas, her husband, was one of the outstanding men of his
period although he died young. Both he and his half-brother
Sir Philip, who was 25 years his senior, were ambassadors
to various European courts including that of France. After
the death of her husband Lady Hoby, pregnant with her last
son, commissioned the splendid tomb for him and his
brother, on which she extolled their merits in English verse
and poured out her grief for her husband in lengthy Latin
verse. She later married a second husband of suitable rank,
Lord Russell, son of the Earl'of Bedford. It is said, by the
way, that Lady Elizabeth's soul cannot rest because she beat
to death a child who blotted his copy book, a mortal sin in
the eyes of this erudite product of the New Learning.
The chapel also contains a beautiful heraldic window,
one of the best in the country, and an obelisk and swan
memorial to her daughter-in-law Lady Margaret Hoby, who
was the wife of Sir Edward, the elder of the two surviving
sons. Lady Margaret was also a cousin of Queen Elizabeth.
All this was fairly familiar stuff, though none the less
fascinating. What came as a real surpris e was when,
visiting two years ago in North Yorkshire, it was suggested
that I might like to see the Saxon cross in Hackness church,
which is some four miles from Scarborough, my friend
casually adding that there was also an interesting memorial
there to Lady Hoby and her husband Sir Thomas. Amazementi How could this be? Dates?, I asked, and was told
Elizabethan or thereabouts. We decided that if they were
not the same people as at Bisham, and this did not seem
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possible, they must surely be related.
A visit there was obviously required, but that had to
wait for several months until I was next in North Yorkshire.
In the meantime my friend had found out that Sir Thomas
Hoby, Lord of the Manor of Hackness, was one of the
Bailiffs of Scarborough and also its MP in 1603 and 1604,
and that he had presented it with its mace which it still
possesses and on which the design of the London mace was
based, after the previous one had been destroyed in the Fire
of London. He was, then, too late to be our Bisham Sir
Thomas, who had died in 1566, but here came the clue. His
father, my friend discovered, had been the Ambassador to

Paris.

After that things fell into place. A visit to St Peter's,
Hackness, allowed us to read Lady Hoby's memorial and
that which she commissioned for her father, Arthur Dakins
Esquire. This told us how the socially ambitious Arthur
married his only daughter and heir, Margaret, to first one
and then, on his death, another well connected member of
the nobility. Arthur Dakins then died and two years later
so did Margaret's second husband. After 13 months of
'single and solitary life' Margaret then married - guess
whom - none other than Sir Thomas Posthumous Hoby, the
younger of the two sons kneeling outside his mother's
canopy in Bisham, who was born after his father's death.
Lady Margaret, like her mother-jn-law, was a lady of
strong character and awareness of her social position and
what benefitted it. Unlike Lady Elizabeth with her seven
children, Lady Margaret was childless. For both of them,
writing was an abiding interest. Lady Margaret kept a
diary, the earliest known one of an English woman and which
is now in the British Museum - apart from giving the details
of her life as Lady of the Manor, it is invaluable for the
background information it gives about the times she lived in.
Sir Thomas was a benefactor to his wife's manor and
locality and certainly left his mark, as someone with his
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family background would expect to do. He built a new church
not far from Hackness where protestants could worship, but
ironically this one has fallen into ruins whilst the 11th
century church of St. Peter (a century older than Bisham's
All Saints) remains. With his forceful mother, it was not
surprising that he sought in marriage a forceful woman as
his wife. An unsolved mystery is how they met, their
manors being 300 miles apart.
Molly Casey

Postscript
Since writing the above, interested people at Hackness
have told me that there is a local tradition that Shakespeare
based his character of Malvolio on Sir Thomas Posthumous.
There are certainly parallels with Malvolio who sought, in
his case unsuccessfully, marriage with a bereaved heiress
and to whom Maria refers as a puritan (Twelfth Night, Act
II, Scene iii). Contemporary sources refer to Sir Thomas
as 'a contumacious neighbour' and he certainly seems to
have been a bigotted protestant. His wife's diary suggests
that she married him from some sense of obligation connected with help he gave her in a legal matter, rather than from
love. Certainly by his marriage he acquired the status
which, as the younger son, he could not have done had he
remained at Bisham. He has also acquired the distinction
of having an outstanding memorial in two churches.
Molly Casey

(Editor's note: Apologies to Molly Casey for omitting the
article on the Hoby family from last year's Bulletin.
V:ç:;/
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FROM THAMES TO HUMBER

Taking a short cut through the minor roads of the
Lindsey division of Lincolnshire, I was surprised to come
across a huge Norman church in the small village of Stow.
It rather reminded me of Dorchester Abbey which is also
large for the settlement it serves, except that if anything
Stow church is even larger and the village certainly much
smaller. However, there is a much closer link than that
between the two.

Dorchester, as all SOAGs will know, was the seat of the
bishop of a vast diocese which stretched from the Thames to
the Number. In 975 Aelfnoth, its bishop, founded a church
at Stow in the northern part of his diocese. in 1067
Remigius became the first Norman Bishop of Dorchester
and in 1073 he moved the seat of his diocese to Lincoln, in
accordance with Lanfranc's policy of having cathedrals in
towns rather than country areas, Lincoln then having a
population of eight thousand. He built his cathedral there,
only part of which survives as an earthquake destroyed it in
1185. Whilst his cathedral was being built, he established
Stow church as a Benedictine monastery, sending there
monks from Eynsham (near Oxford) who did not, however,
stay for long.
Remigius's cathedral was largely rebuilt by St Hugh of
Lincoln, the saintly Carthusian whose octocentenary is
being.celebrated this year at Lincoln. TheLifeof Hugh
was written by Adam of Eynsham and Dr David Farmer of
Reading University has written a book published this year
to commemorate the occasion, two more local links.
Stow church became less important once Lincoln was
firmly established and by the middle of the 19th century was
in such a poor state of repair that its parishioners were all
for demolishing it. Fortunately the then vicar persuaded
them not to and set about raising funds to restore it.
Whatever we might think about Victorian restorations, they
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certainly saved us many a church that would otherwise have
been a heap of ruins today.
Molly Casey
ACHEULIAN HANDAXES FROM WHITCHURCH

Last October (1985) a small Palaeolithic handaxe was
found by SOAG member Margaret Hatton, while moving a
pile of flints in her garden at Swanston Field, Whitchurch.
Although only about three inches long, this pear-shaped
'axe' is typical of its kind, being well finished off and
beautifully balanced - it is a pleasure to hold! Not content
with this, Margaret's husband Pat later unearthed another
handaxe, an unfinished roughout this time, while digging
out a tree in their front garden.
Both tools have been examined by Dr Derek Roe, of the
Quaternary Research Centre (Pitt Rivers Museum) in
Oxford, to whom we are grateful for sparing us his time
and always being so ready to help us. Both are later Lower
Palaeolithic or Acheulian handaxes, dating some 150, 000
to 250, 000 years ago. The finished handaxe is of white
flint, patinated with lines of iron stain which is typical of
a surface find in a chalky area. It is local flint and was
probably made locally. Some of the flaking was done using
a 'soft' hammer, probably antler or hard wood, which has
resulted in flat shallow flake scars. The larger unfinished
handaxe is also of local flint, weathered in chalk and again
iron stained. This has been made using a hard stone
hammer only; presumably it would have been finished off
with a soft hammer, to give more precise flaking and to
shape the flint into a more functional tool with an effective
cutting edge.
This type of axe is 'at home' in the Middle Gravel of
Ice Age Swans combe and Hoxne. Secure Hoxnian datings
from the Upper Thames region are very rare, and in any

case these tools did not come from a datable deposit.
However, they were made and used in the Hoxnian interglacial and also in subsequent warm phases in the following
glacial period - there is now thought to have been an extra
interglacial somewhere about this time.
The design of the handaxe gives it a sharp cutting edge
and a heavy butt. They are generally regarded as being
primarily butchery tools. Only three handaxes from this
country have been examined for traces of wear, but all show
evidence of having been used to cut meat. Also, where kill
sites have been examined in Africa, associations of these
tools are found with animal remains. This does not suggest
handaxes were limited to cutting meat - they were probably
general purpose tools, the 'Swiss army knives' of the Ice
Age. Isolated surface finds, like those from Whitchurch,
were probably lost while being used.

X

Acheulian handaxes from Whitchurch: finished axe (left)
and roughout (right). (Drawn by CGK.)
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The balance of present evidence suggests that Acheulian
handaxes were made by an ancestral form of our species,
Homo sapiens, before it separated into neanderthal (H.
sapiens neanderthalensis) and modern (H. sapiens sapiens)
man. The only early hominids known from Britain, from
Pontnewydd Cave and Swanscombe, are of this early sapiens
type, and the latter was found in association with Acheulian
handaxes.
One other handaxe has been recorded previously from
Whitchurch, and is described as 'a white ovate handaxe
from Binditch Camp, Whitchurch, with flecky iron stains,
very worn, and with thermal damage'. This specimen,
which seems to be very similar to Margaret's, is now in the
British Museum. The recent find of two handaxes in one
garden should encourage all Whitchurch SOAGs to become
keen gardeners!

Janet Sharpe
FINDING A CELTIC HEAD
I didn't actually dig it up, but I can claim to have
identified it The stone head, some two feet tall, stood at
the top of a broad flight of paved steps in front of a house
at Seaton in Devon. Each year I visit a friend there and
over the course of time have got to know her neighbours.
The house with the head was just across the road from
where I stayed and I must have walked up the steps many
times to say hallo' or 'goodbye'. Of course I noticed the
carving, but never gave it much thought. Then someone
lent me the book Pagan Celtic Britain by Dr Anne Ross. It
contained many photographs of Celtic carvings, including
heads. At the same time, Reading Museum had two such
pieces on display. One, a poor specimen, very worn and
only a foot high, had been dug up in a garden in Priest Hill,
Caversham. The other was really fine, about two feet tall
and well preserved, with wide, flattened 'negroid' nostrils.

It had been found at Woodcote.
The next time I visited my friends at Seaton I gave their
carving a good examination. It was in beautiful condition.
Longwavy hair reached down to the shoulders and again
there were the flat, wide negroid nostrils. Like the specimen from Woodcote, it was some two feet in height. After
I had exchanged the year's news with Will and Molly, I began
to ask about their carving. It transpired that they had
renovated an old country cottage in the 1950s near Wantage
and while gardening they had unearthed the stone about two
feet below the ground'. They had dug it up, cleaned it and
ever since then had used it as a garden ornament, for that
is what they thought it was. When they moved to Seaton it
had come with them and now graced the steps to the front
door. I told them that I thought it was a piece of Celtic work
and they took s everal photographs of it which I showed to
Leslie Cram at Reading Museum. He suggested that my
friends should take it to Southampton University for Dr Ross,
a leading expert on Celtic culture, to identify. However,
this was not possible. A couple of years went by and then
someone from Reading Museum went down to Seaton,
collected the head and took it to Southampton. More time
elapsed and then one day I had a letter from my friends to
say Dr Ross had found it to be a very fine example of Celtic

stonework.
The carving is now back at Seaton but not, I might add,
in the front garden. It now stands on the terrace at the side
of the house hidden by ferns and flowering shrubs and has
become a very special possession of the family.
Readers may be interested to know that in her book
Dr Ross has this to say: 'Springs, wells and rivers are of
first and enduring importance as a focal point of Celtìc cult
practice and ritual". The Celtic head dug up at Priest Hill,
Caversham, was not far from a well fed by Chalybeate
Water. The well can be found at the top of Priest Hill. A
the healing
stone set in its brick surround reads: ".
.

.

waters of which brought many pilgrims to Caversham in the
Middle Ages". Did the Celts know about this healing spring
and was there, perhaps, a link between these Chalybeate
Waters and Celtic culture?
Mary Kift
ROMAN CIRENCEST ER

Cirencester's recorded history began soon after the
invasion of Britain by the Emperor Claudius in AD43.
Known as Corinium Dobunnorum, the town with its army
defences covered some 240 acres, compared with 330 acres
in London, and was the second largest town in Britain.
The rampart, at first built only of earth, was later faced
by an external wall of stone. There were at least four gates
in the wall, through which the great Roman highways passed:
Ermine Street, from Silchester to Gloucester and Wales,
and the Fosse Way, from Lincoln and Coichester to Bath and
the southwest.
Within the town very little remains from Roman times
apart from the amphitheatre across the ring road, but the
local museum houses many fine Roman antiquities including
some fine mosaic floors found in and around Cirencester.
It also has many other historical displays and is well worth
a visit.
A guided tour from the church around the town in May
1986 showed us many fine buildings from Medieval times to
the present day. We also visited the Norman arch, an ice
house and parts of the Roman wall in the abbey gardens.
About nine miles from Cirencester via the Fosse Way
we visited Chedworth Roman villa, which is well preserved
by the National Trust. The entrance fee is £1. 50, and
includes a film show of the history of Chedworth villa,
entrance to the museum (which has some Oxfordshire
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pottery) and a tour of the villa and baths. The Roman villa
is set in most beautiful countryside and we could understand
why the Romans chose such a delightful place to build their
villa, which also had a natural spring for their baths.
Ann Hitchman
A VISIT TO THE ISLES OF SCILLY

After listening to Luke Over's talk on the Scilly Isles
given to the Berkshire Archaeological Society a year or so
ago we had been fascinated by these beautiful and remote
islands and so we arranged to spend a short holiday there in
August 1985.
The islands were originally part of mainland Britain but,
the
end of the glacial period when, climatic conditions
at
improved, the ice cap melted and water levels rose cutting
the islands off from the rest of Britain. Prior to the Roman
period, however, the islands were not separated from each
other but largely formed one land mass with the exception of
certain islands such as St Agnes and Annêt. The gradual
severance into separate islands has been in progress since
that time and was probably c'ompleted by the Tudor period.
It has been estimated that the general water level has been
rising by approximately ft inches per century. At low
spring tides it has still been found possible to walk across
the exposed sand banks between certain of the islands.

There are many archaeological sites on the various
islands; barrows, cairns, chapels and the Celtic hermitage
on St Helens. Arrangements to visit these islands, some of
which are uninhabited, can be made with local boatmen when
tides and weather are suitable.
We made our first visit to the Romano-British village
on Halangy Down in the northwest of St Marys. It is rather
similar to the village of Chysauster in Cornwall which was
occupied at the same time. Numbers of circular stone huts
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have been excavated and it is believed that there are more
awaiting discovery.
On a sea trip to the Eastern Isles we passed the small
island of Nornour on which there is a settlement dating from
the Bronze Age and which, in the. Roman period, appears to
have been a workshop making brooches and other decorative
metalwork, quantities of which were found during the excavations carried out there between 1962 and 1973. The huts

are similar in construction to those at Barts Garn and

Chysauster. We hope to be able to visit this site when we
return to the islands in the future.
We visited Tresco with its famous gardens at the Abbey
where few traces are now left of the 12th century Priory of
St Nicholas. The two principal historic buildings on the
island are King Charles' Castle and Cromwell's Castle.
King Charles' Castle was built in 1550 on top of the cliffs to
command the channel between'Bryher and T resco but was
later abandoned as it was found to be impossible to bring
the guns to bear fully due to the height above the channel.
The castle was replaced in 1651 by the fort which lies below
it on the shore and which is now known as Cromwell's Castle.
This has walls 60 feet high and 12 feet thick from which an
excellent field of fire can be obtained.
In Hugh Town on St Marys there is a very good museum
with collections of local archaeological finds, birds, and
relics of the many shipwrecks which have occurred through
the years around Scilly.
We found that there was far more to see than we could
possibly manage in the short time we were there, but we

are hoping

to go back again this coming August.

Derek Fallowfield
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THE QUEST FOR QUENTOVIC - A LOST CITY OF
CHARLEMAdNE IN FRANCE

This year my curiosity was aroused when Dr David Hall
University asked for a few volunteers to
explore and dig at this mysterious site among the trees and
water meadows of the River Canche in Picardy. Here, amid
typical French farms, with the Citadel of Montreuil high
above, Dr Hill has searched many years for signs of this
legendary city of the 9th century - Quentovic, the most
important harbour of Charlemagne's Empire, with an
immense trade in luxury goods coming from and going
abroad, and even with its own mint. All this opulence
attracted raiders and finally the Vikings devastated it: then
Quentovic dwindled and was finally killed when the harbour
silted up as the result of a change in sea level. The river
eventually altered course and the site was forgotten.
Last year the Manchester students found the first traces:
pottery, metalwork, remains of buildings. This year we
dug trial holes - some were miles apart! - in the football
pitch, in someone's vegetable garden, in the farmers' fields.
The main site was in one field, and consisted of three trial
holes (one had a well) and two trenches about 5m square.
One contained the foundations of a later farmhouse, and pits;
the other, where I was working, had an assortment of postholes and pits and produced such 'goodies' as fine glassware,
worked bone and a large selection of animal bones and
pottery. The soil was sandy and pleasant to work.
We worked from 9. 00 am to 5. 30 pm - easy hours after
Repton' - but had a long drive to and from Montreuil where
we lived in theCitadel. This is a wonderful old place with
dark creepy dungeons, terrifyingly high ramparts (with a
very narrow walkway), round turrets with rooms reached by
spiral staircases, and mysterious gloomy buildings with
passages and dark corners to fall into. We lived in a long
two-storied building; our beds were separated here and there
by vast beams, and a very creaky stair led to the brighter
of Manchester
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bat stone floored rooms below.

This is the Auberge de la
Jeunesse: the youth hostel; it boasts two gas stoves, an
assortment of tables and benches, and real loos! The
showers were more dubious; they were either icy cold or far
too hot and one would not turn off - most disconcerting.
Lunch was salad, rolls and pata and sausage, with fruit, on
site, but for supper we paid 2F. Fr. a night and we all helped
cook it. (This produced cramped conditions in the kitchen,
a great deal of noise and some really good casseroles!)
We had our intellectual side too. The curator of the
museum of Douai gave us an excellent lecture in English
about Douai and his digs there, which we saw another day.
One supper was a lovely French dinner at a local inn to
celebrate the 70th birthday of one of the excavators. On our
one really wet day we had an excellent off-the-cuff lecture
from Dr Hill on various excavation techniques.
The next day was sunny again and I made my most
interesting find - a hoard of whetstones and some large
pieces of pot (gritty ware). The pottery is extremely interesting as it is the same type as that from the Hamwic dig at
Southampton and the great question is: Did the French go to
England or did the English go to France? We had a display
of finds at the Mair (mayor's parlour) and very remarkable
they were. I have brought home a few sherds from the spoil
heaps, but my photographs (and also my Repton film), alas!
were all lost by the Post Office.
The time went all too quickly; we galloped joyfully
through, managing to get all the turf back and the field tidy
in time, then a scramble into the mini-bus for our two-hour
drive to Bologne and the ferry home.
Cynthia Graham Kerr
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The history of the countryside by Oliver Rackham is
published by Dent at £ 16. 95.
This must be Oliver Rackham's best book so far. Do
not let the shere size of this volume put you off (445 pages.
of it) - it is an excellent read from cover to cover, erudite
but extremely lucid and jargon-free.
He explores both the natural and man-made features of
the landscape, showing how they have developed over the
centuries. Drawing on his own experience in the study of
woodland and on a vast amount of published and unpublished
information (there are over 650 references), the author has
surely produced what the publisher's blurb describes as
'the most authoritative and up-to-date work available' on
the history of the British landscape.
Beginning with definitions of 'ancient countryside',
which remains much the same as it has for centuries, and
'planned countryside', which is largely the result of the
Enclosure Acts of the 18th and 19th centuries, he describes
the methods used in landscape study, including pollen
analysis, landscape archaeology, plac e name studies,
Anglo-Saxon charters, Domesday Book, Medieval records,
parish boundaries and modern aerial photographs. There is
a strong plea for conservation, with the arguments that
further change is completely unnecessary and that much
'conservation' in the form of tree-planting etc. is out of
context and badly planned. He draws a brilliant parallel
between the landscape and a historical library, where each
year thousands of ancient volumes are destroyed by bookworm, ignorance and amateur restoration, and replaced by
cheap paperback novels.
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There is a most interesting chapter on changes in the
British fauna and flora due to extinctions and introductions,
which offers the latest opinions on such controversial subjects as 'wild1 park cattle and the arrival of the black rat
with its associated bubonic plague. Knowing when certain
species of animals became part of the British fauna is of
great importance when studying bone assemblages (especially
of the smaller animals) from archaeological excavations.
Chapters follow on such topics as woodland, wood-pasture
(commons, parks and hunting forests), plantations, fields,
hedges and field walls, trees of hedgerows and farmland,
highways, heathland, moorland, grassland, ponds and other
natural and artificial depressions, and marshes, fens,
rivers and the coastline. Elms, the most complex and
difficult trees in western Europe and intimately linked to
human affairs, merit a chapter on their own.
From a purely archaeological point of view, perhaps the
most interesting chapters are those concerning woodland,
fields and hedgerows. Rackham dismisses the 'slash and
burn' theory for the earliest clearance of wildwood, pointing
out that English woodland is very difficult to destroy: it will
not burn and will grow again from the stumps remaining after
felling. Browsing animals may have limited regrowth; the
construction of trackways in the Somerset Levels shows that
the principle of coppicing had been discovered by the earliest
Neolithic. By Roman times the pattern of woodland, with a
patchwork of woods and farmland alternating with totally
cleared areas in large river valleys and on chalk downs, was
probably much the same as it was until comparatively
recently. He also dismisses theories that a lot of woodland
was destroyed by felling for fuel (charcoal) for the iron
industry between 1550-1700, and for shipbuilding. In contrast, it was the decline of these and the tanning industry
that resulted in the growth of large oaks which shaded the
underwood and jeopardised the stability of woodland.
Various ancient field systems are described, including
the Dartmoor reaves of long stony banks in use during the
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Bronze Age (and similar systems have recently been des-.
cribed from ancient field patterns in parts of lowland
England including Suffolk, Nottingham s hi r e and Berkshire).
'Celtic' fields and their associated lynchets are shown to be
mostly pre-Iron Age. He gives a clear description of the
open-field or strip cultivation system, which had come into
use by the time of Domesday, and which seems to have been
the result of a social revolution in which people took to living
in villages as opposed to hamlets and isolated farmsteads.
He gives the most lucid account of the formation of ridge and
furrow I have ever read - I can recommend this to anyone
who, like me, has never been guite sure how the system
worked.
There is an up-to-date appraisal of 'Hooper's Rule' for
dating hedgerows, which is a 'must' for sceptics. This can
be a very useful tool but has seldom been applied uncritically,
leading to exceptions being found and as a result the method
falling into disrepute. Unfortunately there has been no
standard definition of what constitutes a 'species' and what
is a 'tree' or 'shrub'. Rackham hopes to remedy this
problem by providing a very useful list of 48 species to be
used for the purpose of hedge dating. Many regional and
local studies have shown hedge composition to agree with the
known history of the area. Various exceptions to Hooper's
Rule are described (hedges that spring up alongside fences,
elm hedges, some roadside hedges and planted mixed
hedges), with the conclusion that the exceptions can often tell
us more about the history of a hedge than if the Rule were
simply fulfilled! The method can usually distinguish between
hedges of the Enclosure Act period from those of Stuart or
Tudor times or of the Middle Ages, but cannot be expected
to date hedges more precisely than this. At present the Rule
does not appear to extend further back than 1100 years - it
cannot differentiate between Roman and Anglo-Saxon hedges.
I would recommend this book to anyone who is interested in landscape archaeology and the archaeology of land
use. Be prepared for a long wait, though, if you order it
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from your public library - it is very popülar!

Js
The archaeology of the Oxford region, edited by Grace
Briggs, Jean Cook and Trevor Rowley, has just been published by the Oxford University Department for External
Studies (OUDES) at £15.00 (pbk).
This A4-sized paperback presents an updated version
of a series of University extension lectures first given in
1980, with an important additional paper on Oxford itself.
During the past 20 years an enormous amount of new archaeological material has been uncovered in the Oxford region,
largely as a result of rescue archaeology ahead of redevelopment, new techniques have become commonplace for reconstructing early environments, and a trend to larger-scale
excavations has permitted a more thorough investigation of
settlements and their associated agrarian systems. Contributions are in chronological sequence and include the
Palaeolithic period (Derek Roe), the Mesolithic and Neolithic (Humphrey Case), the Bronze Age (Richard Bradley),
the Iron Age (David Miles), the Roman period (Christopher
Young), the Early Saxon period (Sonia Chadwick Hawkes),
from the Conversion to the Conquest, and the archaeology of
Oxford City (both by Tom Hassall) and the Middle Ages
(James Bond).
There is some doubt among the authors as to what
actually constitutes the 'Oxford región': more clarification
on this point would have been helpful. However, this book
would appear to be fairly essential reading for SOAG
members who want to acquire an in-depth appreciation of
their area. Unfortunately the book has no index, which is
definitely a 'minus' point: just a list of sites referred to
would have increased its usefulness no end. On the 'plus'
side are the sometimes extensive bibliographies at the end
of each chapter and, in particular, a series of distribution
maps showing the occurrence of sites and finds of different

periods throughout the county of Oxfordshire. John Steane
has written a commentary to accompany these maps, which
are entitled as follows: Palaeolithic finds, Mesolithic finds,
Neolithic sites, Neolithic finds, Bronze Age sites, Bronze
Age finds, Iron Age sites, Iron Age finds, Romano-British
sites, Roman finds, Early Saxon sites and finds, Later Saxon
sites and finds, Medieval boroughs and market centres,
Medieval rural settlement, deserted and shrunken villages,
Medieval monastic sites, Medieval castles and moated sites,
and Medieval forests and parks.
This book certainly fills a gap in the literature, with the
advantage of being up-to-date, and will surely encourage
amateurs to look for more dots to put on the maps!
Js

Early Celtic art in Britain and Ireland by Ruth and Vincent
Megaw is another recent book in the Shire Archaeology
Series (Shire Publications, £2. 50).
Shire have lived up to their reputation for producing
excellent introductions to aspects of British archaeology
with the appearance of this little volume. Beginning with a
brief but informative summary of the history of the Celts
and different Celtic art styles, the bulk of the book comprises
two chapters: The earliest Celtic art in Britain, and later
Celtic art.
The first major appearance of Celtic art in this country
took place after 250BC, as the so-called Sword style. The
earliest definable locally produced art, as opposed to
imports, compris es the T orrs - Witham- Wandsworth group
of military equipment and a handful of scabbards from
Northern Ireland. The designs on these bronze items have
been beaten up from below (repoussa) and then engraved.
They are complex designs, incorporating stylised bird and
other motifs, foreshadowing the strong curvi-linear appearance of later items. The famous bronze shield from the
Thames at Batters ea, now in the British Museum, is a little
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of enamel decoration
that was to predominate on Celtic metalwork in the first
centuries BC and AD and influenced the emergence of gospel
illumination in Britain and Ireland. An important early
piece from Anglesey, a bronze plaque, shows the common
repoussé bird's head motif but here arranged in a triple
whirligig or triskele which is so common in later Celtic art.
Later developments are described with particular reference
to mirror backs, torcs, horse equipment, and human and
animal representations. Two further chapters describe
developments in Wales and Ireland, and Roman influence.
The book finishes with the usual lists of museums and
books. Beautifully illustrated with clear photographs and
line drawings, it will be of interest to the artist and designer
as well as to the archaeologist.

later and shows the beginning of a type

Lindow Man: the body in the bog edited by I. M. Stead, J. B.
Bourke and Don Brothwell (.l5. 00 hbk) and The bog man
and the archaeology of people by Don Brothwell (. 5. 95 pbk)
are two recent offerings from the British Museum, timed to
coincide with the first public appearance of 'Pete Marsh' at
the current 'Archaeology in Britain' exhibition.

The former, described on its jacket as 'the definitive
publication of Lindow Man', shows what a vast amount of
information a modern multidisciplinary scientific study can
produce. What would have been lost if the body had been
discovered 100 - or just 10 years ago! The text consists
of over 30 contributions from different experts, grouped
under the following headings: (1) excavation, recording,
conservation and dating; (2) medical and human biology;
(3) environment and food; (4) archaeology and folklore. The
first section deals with the discovery, excavation and conservation of the body in 1984 and also includes three contributions on radiocarbon dating. The surrounding peat appears
to predate the body (c. 1960 ± 60 BP, or roughly ist century

years - this discrepancy has still to be
but
the
editors plump for the earlier date. The
resolved,
next section comprises detailed descriptions of the anatomy
and medical condition of the body, including reports on the
hair and beard (both neatly trimmed) and fingernails. It
was even possible to study the chemical composition of some
of the body tissues. The forensic report shows the sequence
of events surrounding the death of Lindow Man and confirms
the suggestion that he was killed as part of some ritual
sacrifice. The third section is perhaps the most fascinating
from its shere variety, with reports on the pollen, charcoal,
rhizopods (the shells of tiny, single-celled animals), plant
remains, insects, flies and water fleas present in the
surrounding peat, with discussions on the contemporary
environment they represent, and a detailed analysis of the
gut contents (his last meal consisted of two types of wheat
and barley, possibly prepared close to the site where the
body was deposited). A sophisticated technique (electron
spin resonance spectroscopy) has even revealed the temperature and time of cooking of this meal! Two common parasitic
worms (or rather, their eggs) were also present in the gut.
The last section includes a description of other bog bodies in
Britain and Europe, and two accounts (One by the inimitable
Anne Ross) of the Celtic myths and legends which may have
a bearing on bog burials. All this research presents a
picture of a young well-built man in his mid-twenties, some
five feet six inches tall and perhaps ten stone or more in
weight. Despite the worms, he was generally healthy and
his neatly manicured nails suggest that he was not a manual
labourer. After a last meal of unleavened griddle cakes he
was stripped naked (apart from a fox-fur band on his left
arm), felled by blows to the head and back, garrotted
(strangled and his neck broken by a cord), his throat cut
after death and his body dropped face downwards into a bog
pool.
The paperback by Don Brothwell is essentially a
summary of the in-depth investigation. In addition, he

AD) by some 350
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relates the findings to recent research on preserved bodies
from other parts of the world - Egyptian and Peruvian
mummies, Scythian frozen bodies, etc. - and shows how
'forensic archaeology' can help answer some questions about
their diet, health and cause of death.
JS
SHORT NOTICES

Guide to the Silchester excavations: the Forum/Basilica
1982-84 by Michael Fulford is available from the Faculty of
Letters and Social Sciences, University of Reading, Whiteknights, Reading RG6 2AA, price £2. 50 including post and
packing. This is a summary of excavations at Silchester
from 1982-84, and includes brief specialist reports on coins,
brooches, glass, pottery, animal bones, plant remains and

pottery analysis.

Interpreting the landscape: landscape archaeology in local
studies by Michael Aston is published by Batsford at £9.95
(paperback) and is a readable and practical introduction to
the study of the countryside through its development over
time.
Investigating old building by Lance Smith is also published
by Batsford at £9.95 (paperback) and presents a summary
of the methodology used, traditional materials of construction,
field work and the research background.
Beyond Stonehenge is the title of a booklet published by the

Trust for Wessex Archaeology summarising the results

of
an intensive survey of the archaeology of the Stonehenge
area carried out between 1980-84. It is available from the
Trust, price £1. 50+ SOp post and packing, atTheArchaeo-

logical Centre,

65

The Close, Salisbury SPi ZEN.

Food and cooking in Roman Britain by Marion Woodman is
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a collection of 40 genuine Roman recipes, ranging from
asparagus patina through kid à la Tarpeiusto egg sponge
with milk. Published by the Corinium Museum, Black Jack
Street, Cirencester, this booklet costs 9Op + ZSp post and

packing.

The stones of Britain: landscapes and monuments, quarries
and cathedrals by Richard Muir (well-known for his book
on DMVs published in 1985) should be of interest to those
thinking of following. up Professor Piggott's suggestion at
the 1986 AGM that the building stones of Medieval churches
could open a new line of research into contemporary trade
routes. Published by Michael Joseph, it costs £15. 95.

Exploration of a drowned landscape: archaeology and history
of the Isles of Scilly by Charles Thomas (Batsford, £19.95)
will help satisfy appetites that have been whetted by the
article on p. 31. The first part of this book examines the
date of submergence of the islands, arguing that this took
place later rather than earlier, perhaps not beginning in
earnest until Norman times. Later sections describe the
prehistoric, Roman and Medieval periods and, surprisingly,
the literary associations of the drowned landscape.
Some small harvest: the memoirs of Glyn Daniel is the
autobiography of this world-famous archaeologist, who is
now 72. Far from being an erudite description of the last
half century of archaeology, it is largely a light-hearted
collection of anecdotes with details of many fruity archaeological scandals. A good read, published by Thames and
Hudson at £12.95
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NOTES AND NEWS

Archaeology in Britain
This is the title of an exhibition at the British Museum,
which highlights developments in British archaeology since
World War II. One of the main attractions is the first public
display of 'Pete Marsh', more properly known as Lindow
Man, the Iron Age bog body from Cheshire. Other exhibits
include a reconstruction of a third century BC chariot burial
from Humberside, a section of prehistoric trackway from
the Somerset Levels, the wooden tablets from Vindolanda, a
collection of Celtic gold torcs aiid Medieval stained glass
and manuscripts. The exhibition runs from 3 July 1986 to
15 February 1987, admission £1. 50 (tickets allow re-entry
during the day of issue, so it is possible to escape for a
cup of coffee halfway through!).

Natural 'crop marks'
A letter to Current Archaeology last year, describing
how house platforms at a DMV in Buckinghamshire had
stood out as brilliant squares of yellow buttercups, has
unleashed a flurry of correspondence about wild flowers and
other plants providing natural crop marks for the detection
of archaeological sites. As with other crop marks, the
reason lies in the depth of the soil: plants will flower earlier
in shallow drier soil overlying archaeological remains, and
later in deeper soil over buried ditches. In the DMV referred
to, croft boundaries and hollow ways remained as lines of
green. Bronze Age barrows in Port Meadow, Oxford, have
been revealed as green rings in a 'sea' of buttercups: in this
case different species of buttercups (with different flowering
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periods) were found over the centre, sides (and surrounding
pasture) and ditches of the barrows. Ridge. and furrow has
also been shown up by buttercups. Other 'marker' species
include clover (over an old buried road surface near
Marlborough), yarrow (showing the position of an old air
raid shelter), hawkbit (defining a major earthwork in a
lucerne field at Mucking), dandelion (ditches at Solihull),
daisies (barrow groups in Cornwall and Roman roads) and
oils eed rape (ridge and furrow, bar rows). In a more subtle
way different species of grasses may favou.r banks or
ditches, and field woodrush has been observed to grow more
luxuriantly in the furrows of a field system near Preston.

Peter Fowler
Our Hon. President, former Secretary of the Royal
Commission on Historical Monuments (England), is now
Professor of Archaeology at Newcastle University. He was
succeeded as Secretary of the Royal Commission, a post he
held from 1979-85 (during which time the Commission showed
renewed vigour and staff numbers were doubled), by Tom
Hassall, former Director of the Oxford Archaeological Unit.

Historic Farm Buildings
The Historic Farm Buildings Trust was established in
October 1985. Its objects are the advancement of the study
of the history of farm buildings in the British Isles together
with their related equipment and the agrarian and economic
systems of which they formed part, and the promotion
(where appropriate) of their conservation. Further information is available from the Secretary, Roy Brigden, Museum
of English Rural Life, University of Reading, Whiteknights,
PO Box 229, Reading RG6 ZAG.

Museum for Danebur
Members who visited Danebury last year may be particularly interested to know that a new Museum of the Iron Age
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has just been opened in Andover (6 Church Close), specially
to display the finds from the excavations at Danebury hiilfort.
Admis sion costs 80p (children and OAPs 40p) and the museum
is open from 10. 00 am to 5. 00 pm Tuesday to Saturday (2. 005. 00 pm Sundays, April to October only). It has been set up
by Hampshire County Council which has also purchased over
18 acres of land near the hilifort to protect its archaeological
potential. Excavations within the hilifort finished this year,
with one-fifth of the area being designated an 'archaeological
reserve' which will not be dug for at least 100 years. Work
outside the ramparts will begin next year. Barry Cunliffe,
who is directing the excavations, will be giving a talk on
Danebury to the Prehistoric Society on 18 February at the
Society of Antiquaries in London.
WEA COURSES

The following WEA classes, scheduled to start in 1987, may

interest

readers:
GORING The later Tudors, 1553-1603 by John Montgomery
be of

to

at Goring Village Hall Annexe from 10. 00 am - 12. 00
noon, starting 13 January (10 meetings, £14.00).
The archaeology of Roman Britain by Wendy Bates
at Goring Primary School from 7. 30-9. 30 pm,
starting 13 January (10 meetings, £14. 00).
HENLEY Historic buildings and conservation by Malcolm Airs
at the South Oxfordshire Technical College from
7. 30-9. 30 pm, starting 6 May (8 meetings, £10. 50).
READING Sources for local history from c. 1500 by S.W. Taylor
at Reading University (London Road) from 7. 309.30pm, starting 15 January (10 meetings, £12. 50).
Berkshire through the ages by S. W. Taylor at
Reading University (London Road) from 7. 30-9. 30
pm, starting 30 April (10 meetings, £12. 50).
The SOAG Librarian has a booklet giving further details of
these courses.
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